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Movie and Music  

Biography or Historical Event  
 

Instructions: Create an iMovie slideshow using information found on the Internet. 
This is an individual project. Technology standard:  3b, 4a, 4b, 4c. 
 

Notes: 
 Use student account. 
 Drag pictures from Internet to desktop in largest file size possible, then 

import to iMovie. 
 Organize and arrange photos in timeline. 
 Must adjust Ken Burns before adding transitions or titles. 
 Transitions need to be done last. 
 iMovie may duplicate clips when adding titles or transitions.  This is 

normal. 
 Use the UNDO button if something happens that you do not want. 
 Try using iMovie Help system if you are stuck. 

√   Point 
Value 

 

 Appropriate topic and use of Internet research. Use a variety of still 
pictures that represent a timeline of events.  Clarity- pictures are not 
overly distorted. Suggestion: search for pics in their largest form. 

10  

 Different uses of Ken Burns Effect.  Must use at least one forward, 
one reverse, and one which effect is turned off. 

5  

 Use of at least 6 different title slides.  Text needs to stay on screen 
long enough to read. Demonstrate use of backgrounds, colors, and 
fonts. 

5  

 Use of at least 2 effects. 5  
 Use of at least 6 transitions to enhance the presentation. 5  

 Use of music file. Match audio to slide show theme. Adjust volume 
accordingly. Any curse words must be muted. If audio (music) is 
longer than slideshow, split and delete the excess. 

5  

 Share Project>Quicktime>Compress Medium>Share. 5  

 Drag file to: Classes>Movie and Music>drop box. 5  

 Length of video: no less than 60 seconds. Grade is 
zero if 

not 
complete 

 

 Completed storyboard attached to this rubric and handed in. Must 
have at least six scenes. All transitions and effects must be labled. 

10  

 Due date _____________ 10% per day late penalty.   

 Total  55  


